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AWARD-WINNING WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHER FROM AUSTRALIA
IN UK FOR SUMMER 2015!!

WELCOME to Bushturkey Studio!

Founded in Australia in 2002, a few years after emigrating from the UK, we are keen to return again for an 
English summer or two, and bring some sun with us (no extra cost!). We are taking bookings for this 2015 
summer (mid-July to end of  August) and would love to be a part and photograph the story of  your day.

We have a great relationship with Old Luxters Barn / Chiltern Valley Winery and know the grounds and the area 
very well having grown up close by. It`s an amazing venue with so many places to adventure and use on your 
wedding day for photographs.

I have photographed around 400 weddings over a 12 year period and there is still a genuine joy in photographing 
all that a wedding gathering brings. We are photojournalistic at heart and with that genuine story we bring a 
relaxed, fun and quirky vibe, as well as a classic fashion sensibility to the portraits and details and landscapes. We 
create photographs to remember and celebrate your day. Weddings are events that have a well planned structure 
but also a sense of  freedom and an openess to possibilities. It`s an inspiring day! Check out our website and 
instagram feed - we`d love to hear from you.

Warmly, Justin x

PACKAGES (UK pounds)

ALL DAY STORY  1250* 

Includes   consultation via email / skype before the wedding day,
   meeting in person in UK at venue before day (if  possible)
   all day photography coverage
   minimum 600 photographs individually edited
	 	 	 custom	flashdrive	of 	all	high	resolution	photographs	with	license	to	own	and	print
   password protected online ‘client gallery’ featuring all photographs

5 HR STORY  950*
   
As above but with 5 hrs coverage only and minimum 300 photographs individually edited

(* these prices are a reduced special - we`re keen to photograph your day and tell your story at Old Luxters Barn!)

Handmade albums can be added on at any time and start at 550 for 10x10” and art prints from 30 for 8x10” 
(incl. postage). Contact Justin for more info.
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